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Abstract 

In this work, the message latency of an adaptive routing algorithm for a hypercube circuit 
switching interconnection network is analyzed. This routing algorithm is based on back-track- 
to-the-origin-and-retry approach. Intermediate links are chosen among the ones that form the 
shortest paths from a source to the destination, after excluding all the allocated links, the 
algorithm selects one of the remaining free links at random. The subsequent link in the path 
is established through the selected link and the procedure is repeated until the destination is 
reached, or when no free links can be found. If no free links are to be found at an intermediate 
node in the path, then a break is returned to the origin, the partial path is dissolved, and after 
a back-off period the path set up phase is repeated. 

The average message latency for such a protocol is here determined using an iterative 
approximated analytical model; peculiarity of the model is that it takes into account the 
feedback effect between the probability of conflict to obtain a link and the message latency 
itself. An accurate simulation analysis has been carried out to validate the proposed model. 

Finally the adaptive protocol is compared with the e-cube based protocol currently used 
by commercial products. The derived results show a better behaviour of the previous ones 
independent of the message length distribution. 

Keywords: Parallel processing systems; Interconnection networks; Circuit-switching tech- 
niques; Performance analysis; Approximated analytical model; Simulation 

1. Introduction 

Massively parallel computing systems are a reality today. There is a variety of 
different proposals due to the difficulty in optimizing performance indices (such as 
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the speed-up, efficiency, memory requirements, etc.) given the class of applications 
to parallelize. Indeed, MIMD based systems can be programmed by two program- 
ming models: shared memory and message passing. MIMD systems that use the first 
paradigm are known as multiprocessor and the other ones as multicomputer [37]. In 
these kinds of systems the interconnection network can be the performance bottle- 
neck, i.e. without adequate communication availability the processing elements are 
forced to wait for process interactions and a system performance degradation will 
occur [ 163. 

According to Seitz [36], two types of interconnection networks are possible: the 
so-called indirect and the direct networks. In the former, the interconnection nodes 
are disjointed from the processing element, while in the latter, the two elements 
belong to the same logical entity. The interconnection structures can also be classified 
with respect to three basic operating characteristics: timing philosophy (synhronous, 
asynchronous), control strategy (centralized, distributed) and switching methodology 
(packet-switching, message-switching, wormhole, circuit-switching and virtual-cut- 
through) [4,15]. The wormhole, the virtual-cut-through and the circuit-switching 
are also known as point to point interprocessor communication techniques [28]. 

Both programming paradigms can be supported by massively parallel systems 
having indirect or direct interconnection networks [3]. In this paper, we are inter- 
ested in direct interconnection structures for multicomputer systems characterized 
by decentralized control system, asynchronous timing approach and circuit switching 
methodology. 

We are focusing on these kind of systems because, at the present, in order to 
reduce message latency the second generation of multicomputers has abandoned 
the message store and forward switching techniques (typical of the first generation, 
e.g. NCUBE/l [7], iPSC/l [ 181) for point to point interprocessor communication 
techniques. For example iPSC/2 [29], NCUBE/2 [27] and a Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory experimental MIMD [ 331 use circuit switching techniques, while Symult 
2010 and iWARP [7] use wormhole routing techniques. The point to point interproc- 
essor communication networks are also the choice for the next multicomputer 
generation. An example is given by the announced Inmos IMS Cl04 chip that adopts 
a wormhole routing technique [ 173. Moreover, point to point direct interconnection 
structures are also useful for multiprocessor systems because they permit exploitation 
of the locality in the communication patterns of parallel applications [3]. 

In using circuit switching technique, a path has to be established across the 
interconnection network before data can be transferred from the source node to the 
destination ones. In establishing the path, some intermediate segments (links) may 
already be being used by another path (previously established or in path set up 
phase). When this occurs, we say that a conflict has arisen. Actually, all the circuit- 
switching based commercial multicomputer use the so-called fixed “hold” strategy; 
i.e., the route between two nodes is statically determined and in case of conflict the 
partial path already established is held until the link becomes free. This strategy is 
easy to implement but it has drawbacks from the point of view of performance and 
reliability. Indeed, if one path is crowded with message traffic, it is not possible to 
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try another path; moreover, if a link is faulty none of the paths using that link can 
be established, thus reducing the possibility of message exchange between nodes. 

To reduce link utilization, when there is a link conflict the partial path can be 
released (“drop” strategy), or another route can be tried (“adaptive” strategy); mean- 
while, if one path has a faulty node, another path may be taken to preserve communi- 
cation (“adaptive” strategy) [ 6,14,25,33,38]. 

Our goal is to investigate the benefits in using an adaptive over e-cube bused hold 
strategy [29] for direct hypercube multicomputers. To this purpose an approximate 
analytical model is introduced. In this paper we analyze the binary hypercube 
topology because it has been proven to be useful for general purpose processing 
and because it has been used in several significant supercomputers like Cosmic 
Cube, the Connection Machine, Ncube, iPSC/l, iPSC/2, iPSC/860 [ 7,18,27,29,3 11. 
However the proposed modelling method can be used for all asynchronous direct 
or indirect point to point communication networks characterized by symmetric 
topologies (torus-mesh, k-ary n-cube, etc.). This method cannot be used for asymmet- 
ric topologies (such as mesh) because it assumes that the load is the same in all the 
links of the interconnection network [20]. 

The modelling of indirect or direct multicomputer networks using message store 
and forward switching communication paradigm [ 1,34,35] and of indirect synchron- 
ous point to point circuit switching communication networks [22,30,38] is well 
investigated. On the other hand, there are few papers which model asynchronous 
direct or indirect point to point communication networks [8,12,15]. Furthermore, 
these papers model only the hold strategy and the majority of them make the 
simplifying assumption that the link acquisition and releasing is instantaneous 
[2,15,21]. To the best of our knowledge there are no analytical models for asynchro- 
nous direct or indirect point to point communication networks using adap- 
tive strategies; however, some performance considerations have been obtained by 
simulations [6,13,14,19,23,33]. 

Asynchronous direct or indirect point to point communication networks may be 
modelled using passive resources, but queueing networks that include them have no 
product-form solution [ 151. In this paper we introduce an iterative modelling 
approach [9,10] that can be used to evaluate the message latency of asynchronous 
direct hypercube circuit switching interconnection networks based on an “adaptive” 
strategy. The model takes also into account the link acquisition and releasing time. 
The main peculiarity of the model (due to its iterativity) is that it permits the 
capturing of the feedback effect between the probability of conflict for a link and 
the message latency. Some of the assumptions used to build our model are generally 
accepted in the current literature and other ones are made to obtain a suitable 
mathematical model. A simulation model has also been developed in which the latter 
assumptions have been removed. 

In this paper we analyze the adaptive routing strategy only, because the e-cube 
hold strategy has been modelled in a previous paper [ 111. 

In Section 2 the operational characteristics of the interconnection network are 
presented. In Section 3 the model is developed. Section 4 is devoted to an analysis 
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of the results and to a series of comparisons with the simulation models. Section 5 
presents the concluding remarks. 

2. Adaptive strategy 

A d-dimensional binary hypercube is a graph of 2d nodes and d - 2dp ’ links. Each 
node is connected to d neighbor nodes and each node address is expressed with a 
string of d bit. The Hamming distance between two nodes with address s = s&-1 . . . s1 
and r=rdrd-, . . . rl in an hypercube of d dimension is defined as 

H(s, r) = i h(si, ri), h(si, ri) = 
1, if si # ri, 

i=l 0, if si=ri. 

A path between two nodes in a hypercube is represented by a sequence of nodes 
in which every two consecutive nodes are physically adjacent to each other in the 
hypercube [S]. The number of links in the path is called the length of the path. If 
the length of the path is equal to the Hamming distance then the path is called optimal. 

Each node consists of two components: a standard processing element (PE) and 
a communication router (CR). The router operates as a (d + 1) x (d + 1) crossbar 
switching network. A maximum of d simultaneous communications are possible for 
each router, having a DMA controller per each dimension. 

The routers form a circuit switched network that dynamically establishes paths 
connecting source nodes to destination nodes. Paths are established by a step-by- 
step process, and for each step, the additional link assignment is determined by an 
arbitration process. The adaptive routing algorithm builds optimal paths. To this 
purpose intermediate links are chosen among the ones that form the shortest paths 
from a source to a destination. Since several paths may be forming in parallel, some 
of these links may already be allocated to some other paths. After excluding all the 
allocated links, the procedure randomly selects one of the remaining free links. The 
subsequent link in the path is established through the selected link and the procedure 
is repeated until the destination is reached, or when no free links could be found. If 
no free links are to be found at an intermediate node in the path, then a break is 
returned to the origin, the partial path is dissolved, and the path set-up phase is 
repeated. When a break occurs, in order to reduce the probabililty of subequent 
aborts, the source router waits for a “back-off” period before the path establish 
process is repeated. 

When the destination node is reached, the local CR sends an acknowledgment 
signal to the source-CR along the established path. At the arrival of the acknowledg- 
ment signal, the source-CR can start the transmission of the message body to the 
destination-CR. At the end of data transmission, the source-CR sends an end- 
transmission signal to the destination-CR. This signal, propagated along the path, 
will cause a step-by-step link release process. 

This adaptive strategy is, of course, deadlock free, since one of the four necessary 
conditions for deadlock, the hold and wait condition [32], is not met. 
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3. Message latency analysis 

An iterative approximated analytical model to evaluate the message latency of 
“adaptive” link conflict resolution strategy is developed. Main goal of the model is 
the evaluation of the probability of link conflict. The difficulty of evaluating this 
probability is due to the dependence of the link utilization on the duration of the 
communication phases (composed of the path set-up phase, data transmission phase 
and path release phase). In turn, the duration of the path set-up phase depends 
on the probability of link confict. The iterative approach is used to capture this 
feedback [9,10]. 

To build a suitable mathematical model for the adaptive strategy we assume: 
(a) communication requests arising from the Processing Elements (PEs) are inde- 

pendent and identically distributed according to a Poisson process with rate 
;1 per each PE; 

(b) the capacity of the buffers present at each PE is considered as unlimited; 
(c) the link arbitration, link connection and link releasing are pure delays; 
(d) when a conflict occurs there are no other communication requests waiting for 

the same link; 
(e) the probability of link conflict is independent of the number of the 

“acquired” links; 
(f) the probability of link conflict is independent of the number of aborts. 
Some of the previous assumptions are generally accepted in the current literature 

((a), (b) and (c)) and the other ones are specific for our modelling to obtain a suitable 
analytical model. A simulation model, in which the latter assumptions have been 
removed, has also been developed to validate the analytical model. 

It should be noted that, according to the current literature [34], there are no 
assumptions about message routing distribution. In fact, due to the network symme- 
try and to the similar node message generation behaviour, a similar message routing 
behaviour can be assumed. Thus, each node and each link are equally likely to be 
visited independently of the type of message routing distribution assumed (uniform, 
sphere of locality, decreasing probability, etc.). 

Assumption (a) permits an evaluation of the message latency, considering the 
progress of a single communication request in a network in which the link request 
is generated by a Poisson source with rate 1. Nnodes, where Nnodes is the number of 
PEs (i.e. the superposition of Poisson processes is still a Poisson process). Taking 
assumption (a) and the network symmetry together, we deduce that the average 
number of links per path (M) is the same for all PEs, independently of their positions. 
The message average latency may therefore be determined simply by considering a 
communication request for the average path. In the Appendix, an evaluation of the 
average number of links per path (M), when there is uniformly distributed message 
routing, is presented. A similar approach can be used to evaluate M for different 
message routing distribution (sphere of locality, decreasing probability, etc.). 

Assumption (b) permits neglect of the blockage of communication requests due 
to the lack of memory space for saving the arriving or aborted communication 
requests. 
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Assumption (c) permits neglect of the feedback effect between hardware utilization 
and “logical” link utilization (i.e. higher hardware utilization implies longer message 
latency and therefore a higher conflict probability, which in turn produces a higher 
hardware utilization, and so forth). 

Assumption (d) permits the consideration of the probability of conflict only in 
terms of link utilization. 

Assumption (e) permits the consideration of the probability of conflict for the ith 
link request independent of the ‘7” value. 

Assumption (f) permits the consideration of the probability of conflict with the 
same communications that caused the previous aborts equal to be zero. In reality 
this probability can be controlled by the value of the back-off time (the bigger the 
back-off time, the lesser this probability). 

Finally, from the interconnection network topology and the adopted assumptions, 
it is evident that the link requests are more concentrated in the neighboring links. 
This locality holds for each node; therefore the communication request rate arising 
from each router may be considered as identical. The average link utilization may 
thus be supposed the same throughout the network. 

The communication request evolves through three phases (as shown in Fig. 1). 
The first is the path set-up phase. During this phase, the communication request can 
be in a requesting state, in a connecting state or in a releasing state. In Fig. 1, thes 
situations are represented by states Ai,j, Ci and Ri. In state Ai,j the communication 
request has obtained i - 1 link and is demanding for the jth alternative for ith link 
of the path. If the ith link is idle, then the communication request takes a transition 
to state Ci and connects the new link to the previous ones. Otherwise, if there are 

a CON(l) h CON(M-2) 

f 
h C(M.i.2) 

.2 

‘A(M-1.2) 

Fig. 1. Communication transfer request state diagram for the “adaptive” strategy. 
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other links it makes a transition to state Ai,j+I, otherwise to state Ri_ 1. From here 
the link releasing process takes place. Note that number of possible choices is 
M + 1 - i (for i = 1, . . . , M). 

The time spent in states Ai,j, Ci and Ri are constant (see assumption (c)) and they 
are denoted by Tar,,, T,,, and TeI, respectively. After the conclusion of the releasing 
phase due to an abort, the communication request waits for a back-off period 

( GlCk_Off ) before trying again to establish a path. 
When the communication request has obtained the last link of the path, an 

acknowledgment signal is transmitted by the destination node to the source (state 
“ack”), and the time spent here is a constant and equal to Tack. This signal enables 
data transmission (state “trans”) to occur, the duration of which is equal to the 
average data transmission time ( Tdnta). At the end of the communication transfer, the 
releasing of the links takes place (index i of state “RLi” represents the residual link 
of the path not yet released), and the time spent here is a constant and equal to Trel. 

The message latency can be expressed by three terms 

T msg_latency = T path_set_up + Tdata_trans + Tpoth_retease, 

where 
T pafh_sef_up is the average time necessary to set-up the path, 
T dota_trans is the average data transmission time, 
T path_release is the average time necessary to release the links of the path, and 

holds MT,,,. 
The evaluation of the T pafh_sef_up demands an additional explanation. This quantity 

is given by 

where 

l No,+ is the number of visit to states Ai.j, therefore NarbTarb is the total link 
arbitration time, 

l NC,, is the number of visit to states Ci, therefore N,,,T,,, is the total time for 
link physical connection, 

l NV,, is the number of visit to states Ri, therefore NrelTrel is the total time for 
link release due to contention with other communication requests, 

l Naborts is the number of arborts, therefore NabortsTback osf is the total back-off 
time per communication request, 

l L is the average time required to send the signal “path is set” from the 
destination node to the sender node. 

Now we have to evaluate Narb, N,,,, Nrel and Naborts. These quantities are functions 
of the number of aborts per communication request before to complete a path, that 
at its turn depends on the probability of link conflict. 

The probability that a link request conflicts with another communication request 
is equal to the probability that the link is held by another communication request, 
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i.e. the link utilization factor [20] 

Plink_conf lict = 

number of held links Ntinks held 

number of available links = N,inks available’ _ 
(3) 

where the number of available links is equal to 

Nli.ks available = dzd-’ _ 

and the number of links held by all communication requests is equal to 

(4) 

Nrinks held = N%L:held 
data tram 

_ + NlinkLhheld + NEZ~L,d. (5) 

The evaluation of the terms of expression (5) is straightforward. Indeed, the total 
number of links held in one of the possible states of Fig. 1 is given by the number 
of links held in the state, multiplied by the incoming rate and the average residence 
time in that state. 

In particular the average number of links held by communications in data transmis- 
sion phase (at each instant) is equal to 

Nd+trans _ N 
lmks_held - nodes = ~MLta_trans~ (6) 

where 
N 1 nodes is the incoming rate in data transmission state, 
M is the average number of links held by communications in data transmis- 

sion state (M is the average number of links per path), 
T datatram is the average residence time in data transmission state (i.e. the average 

data transmission time per message). 
Whereas the average number of links held by communications in path-release 

phase is equal to the sum of the average number of links held by communications 
in all the link release states (state RL KRL, in Fig. 1). At its turn the average number 
of links held by communications in the ith link release state is equal to 

N% 
Imks_held = Nnodes~iT,el (7) 

where 
N nodesA is the incoming rate in the ith link release state, 
i is the average number of links held by communications in the ith link 

release state, 
T rel is the average residence time in the ith link release state. 

Therefore the average number of links held by communications in path release phase 
is equal to 

Instead, the average number of links held by communications in path-set-up 
phase is equal to the sum of the average number of links held by the communications 
in all the states of this phase. These states (see Fig. 1) can be classified in four classes: 
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arbitration states, connection states, link-releasing states due a conflict and acknow- 
ledge state. Therefore, 

NSft-UP 
Irnks_held = Nfi’,b,s_he,d + N?&held + N%ks_held -I- Nfi?iks_held, 

where, with the same approach 
to write 

N”!k 
- Nnodes lMT,ck 2 lmks_held - 

M-l 

used to derive expressions (6) and (8) it is possible 

(10) 

N%_kid = Nnodes 1 ~rm(i)iT*el~ 

i=l 

(11) 

N f:ks held = Nnodes (12) _ ,il &ON(i)iTEon3 

M M+l-i 

N;lllnbks_he,d = Nnodes 1 C AA(i,j)(i - l)Tarb. (13) 
i=l j=l 

Now, the terms l,,,(i), ICON and Aa(i, j) in expressions ( 1 1 ), ( 12) and ( 13) have 
to be evaluated. To this purpose Fig. 1 is used to help in finding the communication 
flows among the states. 

Denoting with A.,, the incoming flow of state A,,,, i.e. 

1 IN = A( 1 + Noimrts)> (14) 

then the outcoming flow of state A,,, due a link conflict is equal to (note that this 
is the incoming flow to state A,,,): 

/I A(l,l) = AINPlink_conflict (15) 

and the outcoming flows of the other states Ai,i due a link conflict is equal to 

A.4(i,j) = A.4(i.j- l)plink_conflict (i = 1, . . . , M, j = 2, , M + 1 - i), (17) 

where the incoming flows to the connection states (,l,,,(i)) is equal to 

M+l-i 

/I CON(i) = C &(i,j) (i = 1, . . .y M) (18) 

in which 

j=l 

&(l,l) = AIN(~ - Plink conflict), _ 

&(i,I) = &ON(i- l)( 1 - Plink_conflict) 

&(i,j) = lA(i,j- l)( l - Phk_conflict) 

(19) 

(i = 2, . . , M), (20) 

(i=l,..., M,j=2 ,..., M+l-i). (21) 
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Finally, the incoming flows to link-releasing states due a conflict (RREL(l’)) is equ 

to 

)1 -A “REL(M - 1) - A(M.l)Y ( 2 

i REL(i) =~REL#(i+l) + AA(i,M+l-i) U= 13 “‘7 M-2). G 

The last unknown term in expression (14) is Naborrs (i.e. the number of abort 

This quantity can be evaluated easily by the flow balance given the stationa 
assumption: the incoming and the outcoming flow of the path-set-up phase 2 
equal; i.e. (see Fig. 1) 

i=A C(M.1) = &ON(M) 

from which it is possible 
possible to derive that 

/c 

to obtain the Naborts. Indeed, from expression (24) it 

M-l j 

A = AI.N( l - PIink conflictY _ n 1 Pfink_conflict 
j=l j=(J 

M-l j 

= 4 l + Naborts)( l - PGnk_conflict)M n 1 Plink_conflicr (2 
jzz1 i=() 

and therefore 

M-l j 

l - ( l - Plink_conJlict)M n C Plink_conflict 

N aborts = 

j=l i=o 
M-l j 

( 1 - Phk_confZict >” n 1 P~ink_conJPlict * 

j=l ixz() 

(2 

Knowing Naborts, it is also possible now to evaluate Narb, N,,,, and Nrel in (2 

Indeed, denoting with NA(I’,j) the number of visits to the state Ai,j with NC(i) tl 
number of visits to the state Cj and with NR(i) the number of visits to state R, (SC 

Fig. l), then we can write 

M M+l-i 

Narb = 1 c NAG, .h 

i=l j=l 

Nc,, = : NW, 

i=l 

(2’ 

(21 

M-1 

Nrel = c NW, 

i=l 

where for the stationary assumption 

N&j) = 
AA(i,j) + &{i,j) 

3 (i = 1,. . . , M, j = 1, . . . , M + 1 - i), 
i 

(25 

(30 

(31 

n 

NC(i) = y (i = 1, . . . ) M), 
i 
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A 
NR(i) = 2+!l (i=l,...,M-1). (32) 

Note that the Tback_off value is present only in Eq. (2). This is due for two reasons. 
First, the communications in back-off state (due an abort) have no links, therefore 
they cannot contribute in expressions related to Eq. (3) (see expressions (6)-( 13) in 
which the number of links held by communications is multiplied by the incoming 
rate and the average residence time). Second, given assumption (f), the probability 
of conflict with the communications that caused previous aborts is equal to zero. 
This could not be true in the reality, but the bigger the back-off time, the lesser this 
probability. In the simulation experiments (see the following section) we see that this 
probability can be neglected if the back-off time value is equal or bigger than the 
average data transmission time. 

4. Results and discussions 

To validate our modelling, in this section we compare the results of the analysis 
for the “adaptive” strategy with data obtained by simulations. We then discuss the 
perfomance behaviour of the “adaptive” and “e-cube hold” strategies (the analytical 
modelling of the e-cube hold strategy has been carried out in another paper [ 111). 
We have no measurements of a real hypercube, therefore we have no realistic 
communication parameter values. For this reason, the only way to see the perfor- 
mance behaviour of the two routing strategies is to verify their sensitivity to the 
variation of the communication parameter values (note that these ones are given in 
unit-times, denoted as u-times in the following figures). In particular the performance 
behaviours are analyzed changing the data transfer time distribution, the back-off 
time value, the dimension of the hypercube and the fraction of the path set-up and 
releasing phases with respect to the average data transmission time. 

The “adaptive” strategy has been simulated by the “Independent Replications 
Method” [24], using models written in SIMULA ‘67 language. The confidence 
interval is based on the Jackknife estimator [26]. 

The model explicitly simulates the activity of link arbitration, link connection, 
link releasing, and data transmission, from which occur the effects of the link 
contentions and aborts. The simulation model is developed only with (a), (b) and (c) 
assumptions (see Section 3); assumptions (d), (e) and (f) have been instead removed. 
In case of conflict, the arriving communication request is aborted and after the 
release of the obtained links, is put in a waiting state for a time equal to a back- 
off period. 

The simulations run on an IBM mainframe, and to obtain a single estimation, the 
simulator runs from 500 s CPU time to 50000 s of CPU time, depending on the 
intensity of the network traffic modelled. Instead, the algorithm based on the analyti- 
cal model runs only a few milliseconds to obtain a single estimation. 

Fig. 2 shows the sensitivity of the “adaptive” strategy to the variation of the back- 
off time Tbark _ ols. In particular it shows the average number of aborts per communica- 
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-z 

_o_ SIM. Tback-off=1 u-time 
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ti 
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2 

%2 
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0,O 0,l 0,2 0.3 0,4 0,5 0,6 

message generation rate at each node 

Fig. 2. Simulation and analytical average number of aborts per communication versus communication 

rate for a hypercube with d = 10, adopting the “adaptive” strategy and three different back-off times. 

tion versus the message generation rate at each node. The graphs are related to the 
data obtained by the approximate analysis and by the simulation. We have presented 
only the mean value because the representation of the confidence interval (although 
the data is at a 95% level of confidence) is very narrow and may cause confusion 
among the graphs. The graphs are related to a hypercube with 1024 nodes (d = lo), 
the communication requests are a Poisson process, the message routing is uniformly 
distributed, moreover, data transfer time is distributed with negative exponential 
distribution (the average length is equal to &,,, = 1 unit-time). 

There are four graphs, they are obtained with Tar6 = T,,, = Tack = Tel = 
0.001 unit-times, one of these is related to the analytical model (in which Z&ck_ofS is 
fixed to 2 unit-times; however, given the assumption (f), in the analytical model 
there is no effect of the Tback off value on the number of aborts) and the other three 
to simulation runs with a Tbacksff equal to 2 unit-times, 1.5 unit-times and 
1 unit-time, respectively. 

When comparing the data obtained by the simulation and the analytical models 
of Fig. 2, it is possible to achieve a moderately better approximation of the analytical 
model increasing the back-off time of the simulation experiments. Indeed, the average 
number of aborts per communication estimates derived by the simulation and the 
analytical model are very close. The difference between the analysis and the average 
value of the simulation is within 1 t 3% for a wide range of message arrival rates; 
it is however less than 5% near the interconnection network saturation. Moreover, 
the difference between the data obtained by the analytical model and by the simula- 
tion with a back-off time equal to 1 unit-time is bigger than the difference between 
data obtained by the other two simulations and the analytical model. This phenome- 
non is due to the fact that the analytical model does not take into account the 
probability that the communication requests which caused the first abort are still in 
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progress after the back-off time, and, therefore, in the simulations with reduced back- 
off time, the contention phenomenon with communication requests still in progress 
after the back-off time becomes to be manifest. 

Fig. 3 shows the sensitivity of the “adaptive” strategy to the variation of the data 
transfer time distribution. The graphs are related to a hypercube with 1024 nodes, 
T back off = 1.5 unit-times, To,.,, = T,,,, = Tack = Tel = 0.001 unit-times, the communica- 
tion-requests are a Poisson process and the message routing is uniformly distributed. 
The first graph is related to a data transfer time distributed with negative exponential 
distribution (the average length is equal to Gata = 1 unit-time); the second is related 
to a data transfer time distributed with uniform distribution (the interval is between 
0.1 and 1.9 unit-times, therefore Tdato = 1 unit-time); the third graph is related to a 
fixed data transfer time (Tdata = 1 unit-time). 

From Fig. 3 it is possible to see that the representativeness of the analytical model 
is independent of the message length distribution. The same agreements between 
analytical model and simulation experiments are verifiable for the “e-cube hold” 
strategy. For the sake of room, we do not present them [ 111. 

At this point we present some performance projections deriving from the approxi- 
mated analysis for the two different strategies. In the following, the graphs have been 
obtained for a data transfer time distributed with negative exponential distribution. 
The analytical model is useful only if the probability that the communication requests 
which caused the first abort are still in progress after the back-off time is negligible; 
therefore, the following graphs are obtained for experiments in which this probability 
need not be taken into account. 

Fig. 4 shows the effect on the message latency versus communication transfer 
request rate for a hypercube with dimension d = 10. The communication parameters 

___ --m.. . ANALITIC MODEL 
6 

- SIM. uniform distribution 

g 5 - SIM. exponential distribution 

2 - SIM. fixed distribution 

z 4 

43 
!z 

%b2 

Tback-off = 1.5 u-times 

E 
? 
m 1 

0 

0,O 0,l 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 

message generation rate at each node 

Fig. 3. Simulation and analytical average number of aborts per communication versus communication 

rate for a hypercube with d = 10, adopting the “adaptive” strategy and back-off time = 1.5 unit-times, for 

three different data transfer data distributions. 
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adaptive Tback-off=2 u-times 

adaptive Tback-off=l.5 u-times 

: adaptive Tback-off=1 u-time / 

0 / 1 I I I I I 

0,O 0,i 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 

message generation rate at each node 

Fig. 4. Message latency versus communication rate for hypercube with d = 10 adopting the “e-cube hold” 

or the “adaptive” strategy. 

considered are: Tdata = 1 unit-time; Talb = T,,, = Tack = Tel = 0.001 unit-times. While 
for the “e-cube hold” strategy there is only one graph, for the “adaptive” strategy 
we derived three graphs: the first is obtained for a Tbnck_off = 2 unit-times (i.e. the 
double of the average data transfer time), the second for a Z&ck_oSf = 1.5 unit-times, 
the third for a Tback off = 1 unit-time (i.e. equal to the average data transfer time). 
Fig. 4 shows that fir both link conflict resolution strategies there is a saturation 
present for the message latency. From the graphs, it may be seen that for the 
“adaptive” strategy, saturation will generally arise with higher values of message 
generation rate compared to “e-cube” ones. 

Fig. 5 shows the message latency versus the message transfer request rate for three 
different hypercube dimensions (namely d = 8, d = 10 and d = 12, respectively). The 
graphs are obtained using the same communication parameters used for Fig. 4 and 
with a Tback off = 2 unit-times. From the graphs, the saturation phenomenon of the 
message latency for the three different hypercube dimensions may be seen. With “e- 
cube hold” strategy this phenomenon is due to the fact that with an increase in the 
diameter, there is a corresponding increase in the average number of links per path 
(M). Consequently, the link waiting time probability during the path set up will rise. 
Whereas in “adaptive” strategy, the bigger the average number of links per path, the 
greater the probability of abort. 

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the sensitivity of the two routing strategies to the variation 
of the fraction of the path set-up and releasing phase parameters with respect to the 
average data transmission time. In particular Fig. 6 shows the average message 
latency versus the message generation rate for three different sets of path set-up and 
releasing phase parameters for a hypercube of 1024 nodes, Tbock_oSS = 2 unit-times 
and Tdata = 1 unit-time. The other parameters of the first set are fixed as xrb = T,,, = 
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. . . . . . . .o~..., adaptive d = 8 

__t_ adaptive d = 10 

__f_ adaptive d = 12 
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e-cube d = 10 
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0.0 0,l 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,s 0,6 

message generation rate at each node 

Fig. 5. Message latency versus communication rate for hypercube adopting the “e-cube hold’ or 

“adaptive” strategy and for three different hypercube dimensions. 

Tback-off = 2 u-times 

. . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . 

adaptive 1 -st set of parameters 

adaptive 2-nd set of parameters 
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message generation rate at each node 

Fig. 6. Message latency versus communication rate for hypercube adopting the “e-cube hold” or 

“adaptive” strategy and for three different sets of communication parameters. 

Tack = Tel = 0.001 unit-times; the second as Talb = T,,, = Tack = Tel = 0.01 unit-times 
and the third as Tarb = To, = Tack = Trer = 0.1 unit-times. From the graphs it is possible 
to see that the adaptive strategy always performs better than the e-cube one; however, 
the sensitivity of the e-cube to the variation of the path set-up and releasing phases 
parameters is lesser than the former. 

Concluding, from the evidence of the graphs, the better behaviour of the “adaptive” 
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strategy with respect to the “e-cube hold” strategy is verifiable (the interconnection 
network saturation phenomena arises when the message arrival rate has aproximately 
quadruplicated). However, this better behaviour is obtained by increasing the com- 
plexity of the router module. Indeed, in this case, it is necessary to have a more 
complex logic for path construction (see the chip router proposal in [ 131) and a 
message buffer in order to manage the aborted communication requests during the 
back-off period. The dimension of this buffer depends on the traffic congestion and 
on the back-off period value. 

5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we introduced an iterative modelling approach that can be used to 
evaluate the average message latency of asynchronous direct hypercube circuit switch- 
ing interconnection networks based on an “adaptive” strategy. The model also takes 
into account the link acquisition and releasing time. The main peculiarity of the 
model (due to its iterativity) is that it permits the capturing of the feedback effect 
between the probability of conflict for a link and the message latency. Indeed, longer 
message latency leads to a greater probability of link conflict (and consequently 
greater probability of abort), which in turn increases the message latency. Some of 
the assumptions used to build our model are generally accepted in the current 
literature and other ones are done to obtain a suitable mathematical model. To 
validate our approach a simulation model has also been developed in which the 
latter assumptions have been removed. 

We have also shown that the methodology may be applied for a wide range of 
message traffic load, independent of the message length distribution, but the analytical 
model is useful only if the probability that the communication requests which caused 
the first abort are still in progress after the back-off time is negligible (from simulation 
experiments we found that this probability can be neglected if the back-off time 
value is equal or bigger than the average data transmission time). 

We demonstrate the better behaviour of the “adaptive” strategy with respect to 
the “e-cube hold” strategy, currently used by commercial multicomputers (the model- 
ling of the e-cube hold strategy has been carried out in another paper [ 111). This 
better behaviour is however obtained by increasing the router module complexity. 

Finally, we remark that although our model is developed for asynchronous direct 
circuit switching networks, the same approach can be extended to study all asynchro- 
nous direct or indirect point to point communication networks characterized by 
symmetric topologies (torus-mesh, k-ary, n-cube, etc.) and in general to all the 
“environments” in which there is contention on “passive” homogeneous resources. 
This approach cannot be used for asymmetric interconnection networks (like mesh) 
because it assumes that the load is the same in all the links of the network. 

Further researches are focused on extending this methodology to study point-to- 
point interconnection networks based on the wormhole and virtual-cut-through 
routing strategies. 
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Appendix. Evaluation of the average number of links per path 

In case of uniformly distributed message routing, denoting by M(i) the number of 
nodes reachable in i steps from a generic node, the average number of links per path 
is equal to 

d iM(i) 
M=x-- 

i=l 2*- 1 

in which 2d - 1 is the number of nodes of the d-dimensional hypercube reachable by 
the generic sender. 

Given a node address coded in binary form, the number of node addresses that 
differ by exactly i bits is 

M(i) = f . 
0 

Indeed, given a node address coded in binary on d bits, the number of different node 
addresses having a Hamming distance equal to i, is equal to the number of possible 
combinations of class i on d positions. Therefore, 
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